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Abstract—Monitoring components are implanted in clouds to
evaluate performance, detect the failures, and assess compo-
nent interactions by message analysis. In this paper, we propose
Monitoring as a Service (MaaS) installed across its software
defined network in the cloud. All switches in datacenter only
forward traffic. Specific SDN application on top of the network
controller has been implemented in order to orchestrate multi-
ple network tenants monitoring needs. Applications declare the
required observation for traffics and their specific monitoring
needs to the Maas. Therefore, a set of virtual monitoring
functions (vMF) are prescribed to be placed in datacenter
for flows. An optimal placement algorithm places vMF with
respect to the network and computing utilization maximization
objectives. Network objective refers to minimize traffic delay
for flows needed to be monitored and computing objective
expresses balancing nodes computing resources. The optimal
placement of virtual network functions is known to be an NP-
hard problem.

Compared to the existing work, we discovered different
problem which how a vMF can be split into smaller pieces to
decrease the total placement cost for a set of flows required,
based on four patterns: free, parser-collocation, job-collocation,
and full-collocation. Moreover, we proposed three heuristics to
make our placement algorithm scalable for a large network,
called, chain partitioning, topology partitioning, and zoning. We
show the feasibility of our approach in a large dataset consists
of 540k nodes and 11.5M edges, with about 40 requests (flows)
at the same time. Furthermore, the proposed solution saves at
least 20 percent of total monitoring cost, in average, compared
to the latest related work.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, SDN, NFV, Service chaining,
Monitoring functions, Optimal placement.

1. Introduction

The task of monitoring applications that are deployed
in the cloud is a major process for both cloud providers
and cloud customers [1]. It is a fundamental service that is
needed for performance tuning: to determine performance
bottlenecks [2], faults or anomalies [3], to determine how
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many resources are actually needed to handle the current
workload, or to ensure correct behavior after reconfigura-
tions [4], [5].

Many applications deployed in the cloud are distributed
in nature as they consist of different modules and tiers, that
are distributed across virtual machines and physical nodes.
Consider the load balancing architecture configuration for a
distributed application as depicted in Figure 1 [6] where
a front-end load-balancer distributes requests across two
application servers that both might access a main-memory
cache and/or a database backend. Thus, client requests lead
to a workflow of service calls, where one component calls
upon services of some of the other modules.

Monitoring such a complex application is non-trivial [5].
So far, cloud providers offer limited monitoring services,
including, for instance, the resource utilization of the virtual
machines such as CPU, main memory, I/O and network
bandwidth [7]. Apart of this, application developers have
to rely on middleware-based monitoring frameworks or
even implement, integrate and deploy their own monitoring
functions. This is tedious and often ad-hoc, and requires
significant expertise and holistic knowledge of the entire
application architecture. Often, it starts with measuring
throughput and end-to-end response time, and only when
performance anomalies are found, further measurements are
instantiated.

Therefore, we believe it would be interesting for cloud
providers to offer more advanced off-the-shelf monitoring
functionality to large-scale customers, some form of Mon-
itoring as a Service (MaaS). This might not only have the
potential to bring monetary benefits to the cloud provider
but also help the cloud provider itself to tune its system
configuration [8], [9].

But in order to be more holistic and useful, it is not
sufficient to offer services at the individual virtual machine
level (CPU, memory, etc.) or the physical node level [10].
Instead, we would like to argue that, given the significant
in-cloud network traffic and data exchange these complex
applications produce, offering monitoring functionality at
the network traffic level could be extremely beneficial to
understand inter-dependencies between modules, detect bot-
tlenecks, control security, and detect vulnerabilities. Obvious
examples that should be easy to measure at the network
level, are bandwidth, jitter, number of packages, package



Figure 1: A typical component-based application architec-
ture.

sizes etc [11]. These could be measured for any given
network flow between two components by intercepting the
application messages. A change in any of these metrics
could indicate load changes, bottlenecks or misconfigura-
tions. More complex functions could determine the delay
between two switches or between two components. Yet
more interesting could be to determine response time at the
network level if one would be able to detect request/reply
message pairs. In the example of Figure 1, for instance,
response time of the cache could be really bad due to
misconfiguration. Thus, monitoring resource utilization will
not be useful, but spikes in response times can neverthe-
less determine where the problem resides [5]. Even more
advanced pattern analysis could determine relationships and
dependencies between consecutive messages. In fact, one
could even envision that application specific information can
be extracted at the network layer as long as the network has
the capability to inspect messages in depth.

The interesting aspect is that with the advancements in
virtualization technologies and the elasticity offered by the
cloud, network level monitoring can be provided in form
of virtualized functions implemented in software [12], [13].
Moreover, they can be dynamically instantiated, automati-
cally deployed, and transparently inserted to inspect the traf-
fic thanks to the programmability power of Software Defined
Networking (SDN) [14], [15], [16]. As SDN controllers
allow dynamic routing of packets, flows can potentially
be redirected, e.g., they can be routed through virtualized
network functions [17]. At the current state, these virtualized
network functions typically have to reside on an end host.
With this setting they could be instantiated on a host in the
same rack of either sender or receiver and then the switch
of this rack could be programmed to forward copies of
the messages to the host of the monitoring function [18].
However, as switches become more and more powerful, in
particular higher up in the network hierarchy, we believe
it will become feasible to deploy more general software
modules on the switches themselves, offering the potential
to intercept, monitor and analyze message flows anywhere
in the network between sender and receiver [19]. Then, the
SDN updates all flow tables for the selected optimal routes.
In this paper, we are looking at such an architecture, and
analyze how such smart switches can be used to provide
advanced monitoring functionality at the network layer.

Overall, we envision the cloud provider to offer a set of

specialized monitoring functions (MFs), each implementing
a particular functionality in terms of monitoring capacity.
The simplest ones, e.g., can count the number of individual
messages or sum the bandwidth per time unit.

These MFs can be instantiated on the switches of the
cloud’s network [19]. If an application requests that a given
flow is monitored, the cloud provider can, in principle,
deploy the corresponding MFs on any switch on the path
between the flow’s endpoints. However, it is not straight-
forward to decide which would be the best switch. An
additional important aspect is that the cloud provider, by
using SDN, does not only have a choice of where in the
network to deploy the MFs but is also the one that decides on
the exact path each individual flow takes [20]. This means,
it can actually force a flow to go through a particular switch
if this switch is suitable to host MFs [21].

In this paper, we propose a solution to this placement
problem. Given a set of application flows that need to
be monitored, our solution determines the following: (i) It
decides through which switches to direct each of these flows
and (ii) It determines where on these flow paths to deploy
the MFs that are required.

There are several things to consider. First, we believe
that collocation of MFs onto a few switches is beneficial as
common functionality can then be shared, such as installing
and running the appropriate runtime environment, parsing
messages, etc. That is, our assumption is that the overall
execution costs of the MFs (in terms of CPU) will be smaller
if collocated on the same switch compared to when they
are distributed across many switches. For instance, as one
extreme solution all monitoring functions could be put on
one very powerful switch. However, such a solution requires
all flows to be forced to go through that switch, which is
likely to increase overall network traffic and individual path
lengths. At the other extreme, one could first determine
optimal paths for all flows, and then deploy the required
monitoring functions somewhere on these paths. However,
collocation might then not always be possible, making mon-
itoring potentially more costly. Therefore, our solution aims
at finding a good trade-off between keeping the overall costs
of monitoring low and having short paths for each of the
flows.

Overall, the paper makes the following contributions:

• We motivate the usefulness of monitoring at the net-
work level and discuss its potential implementation
as a service. We outline possible schemes of how
MFs can be collocated in order to reduce overall
processing costs. One considers to collocate MFs
for the same flow, the other to collocate instances
of the same MF for different flows. For each of the
schemes, we discuss its potential and its limitations
in terms of security, adaptability and potential for
cost savings.

• We identify four patterns, based on our own experi-
ence, for placing virtual monitoring functions in the
cloud. Those patterns are: free, parser-collocation,
job-collocation, and full-collocation. These patterns



allow expressing different deployment solutions for
different tenants and situations. In this paper, for the
first time to the best of our knowledge, an integer
linear programming (ILP) formulation is proposed
to implement these patterns in the cloud.

• We propose three heuristics to make our placement
algorithm scalable for a large network, 540k nodes
and 11.5M edges, with about 40 requests (flows)
at the same time. Those heuristics called, chain
partitioning, topology partitioning, and zoning.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides the background and literature review. Section
3 describes the problem that we intend to solve. Section
4 presents the proposed framework and the mathematical
formulation of the proposed placement algorithm. Section 5
discusses the prototype, its integration into OpenStack, and
the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Related Work

Network monitoring using OpenFlow has been explored
in recent years. Adrichem et al. [22] proposed an open-
source software implementation to monitor per-flow metrics,
especially throughput, delay, and packet loss, in OpenFlow
networks. Chowdhury et al. [11] proposed a flexible and
extendable monitoring framework for SDN, called Pay-
Less. They focused on the trade-off between monitoring
accuracy, timeliness and network overhead. The presented
model supports different types of monitoring: performance,
security, fault-tolerance, etc. For each selected monitoring
type, a set of metrics is proposed. Performance metrics may
include delay, latency, jitter, throughput, etc. As seen, the
aforementioned work explored different virtual monitoring
functions (delay, latency, jitter, throughput, packet loss)
relying on OpenFlow or the other programmable routing
platform which are needed in the cloud. Virtual monitoring
functions are part of Network Function Visualization (NFV)
and the optimal placement of VNF became a hot topic in
cloud recently.

The optimal placement of VNFs is known to be an
NP-hard problem [23], [24]. Particularly, optimizing both
network and computing resources at the same time may
make the problem difficult to solve in a reasonable period of
time [25]. Thus, several research initiatives either propose
to optimize these resources separately or to tackle the more
general problem by proposing heuristics to address the pure
optimization problem. Related works can be classified into
four main categories: (i) in the first category, a fixed number
of middleboxes are assumed to be already deployed in the
network, and the optimal solution attempts to find for each
traffic flow the optimal routes through them. (ii) in the
second category, a set of pre-defined routes is assumed and
the optimal solution is found for placing the VNFs within
static routes. (iii) the third category tackles these two ob-
jectives separately. The placement objectives are prioritized
and then run sequentially, and (iv) in the last category,

both objectives are considered simultaneously to tackle the
optimal placement.

In [26], an ILP formulation was proposed to optimally
steer flows through static middleboxes in the network. Sekar
et al. [27] proposed an optimization approach that assumes
predefined paths between sources and destinations and then
tried to find the optimal placement of the virtual appliances
on these paths. Zhang et al. [28] and Addis et al. [29]
proposed to prioritize the objective functions and then run
them sequentially. The first step is to dynamically find
the optimal computing node to initiate a service function,
and then traffic is routed through the initiated service. In
contrast, Addis et al. [29] minimized first the maximal link
utilization; and then, after setting the routes, as a second
objective, they minimized the network core utilization.

By considering both objectives dynamically, link and
node core utilization, optimal placement of a chain becomes
more challenging. That is, when the number of nodes in the
network increases, the running time enhances exponentially.
To tackle this issue, Mohammadkhan et al. [30] proposed
to partition the problem into smaller pieces such that the
final result remains close to the optimal solution. In contrast,
Jarraya et al. [31] presented some heuristics to make the
result scalable. For example, they restricted the resource
availability in the network with respect to the type of VNF.

Compared to the existing works, we discovered different
problem which how a virtual network function can be split
into smaller pieces to decrease the total VNFs placement for
a set of flows required to monitor a cloud-scale distributed
application. Saving cost can be obtained by collocating the
proper pieces between VNFs. To show the feasibility of
our approach, the monitoring functions considered in this
paper. We identified four patterns, based on our own expe-
rience, for placing monitoring functions in the cloud. Those
patterns are: free, parser-collocation, job-collocation, and
full-collocation. These patterns allow expressing different
deployment solutions for different tenants and situations in
the cloud. Moreover, we proposed three heuristics to make
our placement algorithm scalable for a large network, 540k
nodes and 1.5M links, with about 40 requests at the same
time, each asking for placing three monitoring functions.
Those heuristics called, chain partitioning, topology parti-
tioning, and zoning. Those are our main contributions that
have not been previously addressed in the aforementioned
research works.

3. Motivation and Problem Statement

3.1. Monitoring Functions in a Cloud SDN

Figure 2 provides an illustration of the problem we
want to tackle. Cloud providers usually use a k-ary fat-tree
network architecture [32], [33], [34] (the figure depicts a
4-ary tree) with a layer of core switches, a layer of pods
and a layer of hosts (server machines). There are k pods,
each containing k switches distributed across two layers. The
switches of the lower connect to k

2 of the k3

4 hosts and to



k
2 switches in the upper layer which in turn are connected
to k

2 of the core switches. With this architecture, there are
many possible paths to connect any two hosts in the network.
In this paper, we assume that all switches are SDN based.
Moreover, it is assumed that the routing in fat-tree is not
Equal Cost Multiple Path (ECMP) [35], since it is not based
on weight function. We propose our cost function to model
the cost of each link.

The figure further shows two three-tier applications A
and B. Tier A1 of application A makes calls to tier A2
which in turns makes calls to A3. Thus, there are communi-
cation flows between A1 and A2 (one in each direction), and
between A2 and A3. Similar holds for application B. The
tiers of both applications are spread across the hosts of the
cloud center [36]. Determining the paths is likely driven by
attempting to choose the shortest paths for all flows without
overloading the bandwidth capacity of any link. Choosing
the shortest paths keeps message delay low and produces the
overall smallest bandwidth consumption. The figure shows
possible shortest paths between the tiers of application A
in bold red lines and of application B in dotted blue lines.
The cloud provider, however, might have to choose longer
paths if the shortest path allocation exceeds the bandwidth
capacity of any given link.

The application providers of applications A and B,
might, at any time, want to start observing and monitoring
the message flows. Simple monitoring functions could be to
count the number of messages, the average message size or
the overall bandwidth usage. But one could imagine more
complex analysis, e.g., counting the number of messages
that belong to a specific user session, the delay in which
consecutive messages are sent, or even some analysis that
is related to the message context. In some of the cases,
switches only need to do some basic arithmetic operations
at the time they receive a message and before they forward
it. Such functionality is already provided in SDN implemen-
tations such as OpenFlow. But we envision that with further
advances, switches can perform additional functionality. For
instance, at the same time a switch forwards a message
to the appropriate outbound link, it could also redirect the
message to a locally installed MF that performs advanced
analysis of the message. One can imagine that the cloud
provider offers a suite of MFs that cover a wide range
of functionality. However, it might even be possible that
the applications themselves (or multi-tier platforms) develop
their own MFs that can then be given to the cloud provider
to be installed and executed on the switches as needed. We
envision an implementation of this concept in a way that
these MFs run within their own virtual machines on the
switch. At the time a switch puts a message into the queue
of the appropriate outbound link, it could also duplicate the
message into specialized queues from where the MFs can
pick it up and process it.

In our running example, we assume there are three
different monitoring functions, MF1-MF3, and each of the
four flows A1→ A2, A2→ A3, B1→ B2, and B2→ B3

would like to run all three of these monitoring functions1.
In a larger setting, an application provider can indicate at
any time for each of the flows the type of MFs it wants
to execute. One can expect that most of the time no moni-
toring is needed, but when some performance problems are
observed or during testing, monitoring is activated.

Thus, given a set of flows and the MFs each of these
flows requests, the cloud provider now needs to decide
on which switches these monitoring functions should run.
Obviously, for a given flow the requested MF(s) must run
on one of the switches on the path of the flow. Furthermore,
the chosen switch must have the capacity to execute the MF.

There are several possible approaches to find proper
allocations [37]. The most obvious one is to first determine
the paths for all flows that minimizes overall bandwidth
usage, and then deploy the requested MFs on one of the
switches on the corresponding paths. However, MFs require
processing and memory capacity. Thus, the assignment of
MFs to switches should not exceed the processing capacity
of individual switches. As such, when using this two-step
approach, it might happen that the switches on the paths
do not have sufficient processing capacity to execute all the
requested MFs.

3.2. Allocation Challenge

Therefore, in our approach, we use a holistic allocation.
Given a set of flows and a set of MFs for each of the
flows, our solution will find a path for each flow and an
allocation of MFs to switches such that each flow passes
through switches that are able to host the requested MFs.
At the same time, overall bandwidth usage is kept as small
as possible.

In the next section, we present this allocation task as an
optimization problem. We present it as 4-step approach that
reflects different scenarios of how to model the problem in
detail.

The first one considers the costs of each MF in isolation.
Under all possible allocations, we aim to find one that (i)
chooses paths so as to keep overall bandwidth usage as low
as possible, (ii) prefers links with highest free bandwidth
capacity, and (iii) prefers to put MFs on nodes with the
highest free processing capacity.

The next three strategies look deeper into the allocation
of MFs on switches. In particular, we believe that if several
MFs run on the same switch the overall processing costs
can be reduced compared to an approach where MFs run
on different machines.

Per-flow collocation: In the first situation, we consider
cost savings in the case where a flow requires more than one
MF and the MFs are collocated on the same switch. The
motivation behind this is that monitoring typically consists
of two steps. In a first pre-processing step, a message needs
to be parsed and decomposed and transformed before the
second step is able to access and analyze the individual

1. for ease of illustration no monitoring functionalities are requested for
the flows in opposite direction, i.e., A2→ A1 etc.
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Figure 2: A fat-tree K=4 with 36 nodes; 4 core switches, 16 aggregation/edge switches, and 16 hosts. Two three-tier
applications are placed; first one in hosts 0, 5, and 15, and the second one in hosts 2, 8, and 13. Examples of optimal
paths for the flows of application A are shown in bold red lines and of application B in dotted blue lines. Moreover, the
optimal nodes for placing three types of monitoring functions for these four flows (A1 → A2, A2 → A3, B1 → B2, and
B2→ B3) are nodes 18 (edge switch) and 34 (core switch).

parts of a message. This has been discussed in detail in,
e.g., [18]. If there are various monitoring tasks, the pre-
processing step only needs to be executed once, leading to
cost savings if several monitoring functions for the same
flow are collocated compared to an approach where different
nodes perform monitoring for the same flow.

Per-MF collocation: In similar spirit, we also consider
that having a given MF installed on a particular node observ-
ing several flows will likely lead to cost savings compared to
having independent installations of this same MF (possibly
on different nodes), one for each flow. The reasons for
such cost-savings are similar in spirit to any service-based
architecture where the service execution within a single
server instance handles the requests of many customers:
use of less virtual machines, the use of multi-threading
compared to multi-process solutions, more compact memory
structures and resource sharing to maintain them, etc.

Finally, we look at a formalization that considers all of
the above.

Note that in this paper, we assume that the locations of
the individual components (A1 − A3 and B1 − B3 in our
example), are fixed in advance and do not change. It might
be interesting to also dynamically decide on the location of
the components but this is so far out of the scope of our
work as it would put yet another dimension to the problem.

As a final comment, we would like to note that the
problem we address in this paper is far of being a static
one. In particular, the set of flows that need to be observed
is likely to change very often. For instance, applications
typically want their flows observed during testing phases,
at peak times, or when they observe any anomaly in the
application’s performance. However, when everything runs
smoothly, they would likely want to switch off monitoring
as it does involve overhead, as well as having monetary

costs as we expect cloud providers to charge for this service.
Thus, we have to find not only an effective but also an
efficient solution to the problem, as one can expect that new
assignments have to be determined on a periodic basis.

4. Proposed Framework

In this section, we present notations, variables, objective
function and constraints that are used in the integer linear
programming formulation of the optimal virtual monitoring
function placement problem.

Given a set of applications, our framework has to deter-
mine the paths of each flow between application components
and the location of any MF that is requested. Path and MF
allocations need to be regenerated on a regular basis because
not only the bandwidth and monitoring requirements of the
applications under consideration might change but also the
available bandwidth and execution capacity on the nodes on
the cloud network might change due to other applications.

We express our problem as an optimization problem.
We want to place flows on links of the network (determine
the path a flow takes from start to end node) and place
monitoring functions on nodes in the system such that both
the overall bandwidth consumption of the flows as well as
the overall processing costs for monitoring functions is low.
The following section describes the input that our framework
requires to be able to compute an appropriate placement, and
how we express the solution as output of the optimization
problem.

4.1. Notations and Configuration

4.1.1. Input parameters. Our framework needs as input in-
formation about the system configuration, information about



the costs of the MFs and information about the applications
and their requirements in terms of bandwidth and MFs.
Table 1 summarizes the basic input parameters that are
needed. Table 2 represents the result of optimal placement,
the best path and node(s) for each flow.

System configuration. N = {1, · · · , n} are the identifiers
of all nodes in the system. This includes the leaf nodes of
the network tree hosting the application components and the
switches in the network hierarchy. L is the set of all tuples
(i, j) such that there is a physical link between nodes i and
j. That is, L describes the physical overlay of the network.

For each (i, j) ∈ L, li,j indicates the current available
capacity of bandwidth for this link. Note that this is capacity
that is available for the flows under consideration for the
current assignment execution. At any given time, this can
be much less than the actual physical maximum capacity of
the link, as other applications can use the link, too. While
N and L are rather static (the physical nodes and network
connections will rarely change), li,j will change from one
iteration to the next, and is likely derived from the current
network utilization of the link. Our problem formalization
will ensure that the sum of all flows assigned to a link
does not exceed li,j . At the same time, our assignment will
generally prefer to assign flows to links with higher li,j
(more available bandwidth) as it will allow for a more equal
distribution and reduce the likelihood that links will not be
able to provide peak needs.

In similar spirit, ni is the current processing capacity of
node i available for monitoring. It can be set to 0 if one
does not want to put monitoring functionality on this node.
However, we will later see another mechanism that will be
more efficient. Our problem formalization will ensure that
the sum of all MF processing costs assigned to node i will
not exceed ni. Again, our assignment will generally prefer
to assign MFs to nodes with larger ni as this will make the
assignment more resistant to fluctuations.

Application. Each application is defined through the
flows between its components and the location of these
components as they determine the start and end points
of the flows. Thus, we denote with F = {1, · · · , h} the
identifiers of the flows under consideration and for each
f ∈ F , the identifiers of start node sf ∈ N of flow
f and destination node df ∈ N . Note that if messages
between two components go in either direction then this
creates two flows. Each flow f ∈ F has a bandwidth
requirement bf . This bandwidth requirement can be given by
the application (e.g., through a service level agreement), or
can be automatically determined through some predication
mechanism (e.g., estimated by the bandwidth requirement
during the last interval of observation). For each of the flows
f ∈ F we have to determine the flow path consisting of links
so that the first link starts at sf and the last link ends at df .

Monitoring Functions. Finally, M = {1, · · · , k} rep-
resent the identifiers of all available MFs. In order to
model cost-savings introduced by per-flow collocation, we
represent the monitoring processing costs for MFs with
two parameters. The first, cp, represents the pre-processing
costs. In our per-flow collocation model pre-processing can

be done once per flow independently of the number of
MFs for this flow. It presents the cost needed to parse and
decompose incoming messages. Furthermore, each m ∈M
has a function-specific processing cost csm to perform the
particular tasks implemented in m that are executed after
the pre-processing step.

Both cp and the css are proportional to how heavy the
flow is. Thus, cp and the css indicate the costs per bandwidth
unit. For instance, if a node hosts MF m for flow f with
bandwidth requirements bf , then the m-specific processing
costs will be csm · bf .

We are aware that a bandwidth dependent cost is only an
approximation. In fact, processing costs might rather depend
on the number of messages than on the overall message size.
But this would require yet another input parameter (number
of messages per flow per time unit). Clearly, if it turns out
that this would be a more appropriate parameter, then our
approach can be easily adjusted to consider it.

In case of per-MF collocation, we assume that having a
particular instance of MF m on a node i handling several
flows will cost less than having an individual instance of
m for each flow (possibly on different nodes). We express
these reduce costs through the parameter P .

In order to link monitoring functions with applications,
we further need to know for each flow what kind of monitor-
ing it requires. Therefore, we define a binary variable rm,f

for each MF m ∈ M and flow f ∈ F indicating whether
flow f requires monitoring function m. One can also express
this as a matrix R with rows being the monitoring functions
and flows the columns and there is a 1 in rm,f if monitoring
function m is needed by flow f . Finally, saf represents a
sampling rate that can be provided by the application for
each of its flows. If it is set to 1, then all messages are parsed
and monitoring. At lower rates, the monitoring system will
only take and analyze randomly selected messages from
the message stream so that a rate saf of messages are
monitored. This allows for a fine-tuning of the monitoring
overhead.

4.1.2. Output Parameters. The output of our solution are
two sets of binary variables depicted in Table 7. The first
set determines the paths for all flows under consideration.
The second set determines the deployments of monitoring
functions and nodes and which flows they observe. That
is, there is a binary variable xi,j,f for each physical link
(i, j) ∈ L and flow f ∈ F . The variable is set to 1 if f
passes through the link. There is a binary variable yi,m,f

for each node i ∈ N , MF m ∈M and flow f ∈ F . It is set
to one if i executes m over flow f .

4.2. Objective Functions

As discussed in Section 3.2, we formalize our optimiza-
tion in a 4-step approach. In the first step, S1, we look at
minimizing bandwidth cost while finding ”good” links for
the flow paths and ”good” nodes for hosting monitoring
functions. We will define further below what we consider
”good” links and nodes. In this first step, no collocation



TABLE 1: Input parameters for the optimization problem.

System N = {1, · · · , n} set of network nodes
L = {(i, j)} set of physical links (between nodes

i and j)
li,j current maximum available capac-

ity in units of bandwidth in link
(i,j)

ni current maximum processing ca-
pacity of node i available for mon-
itoring

Application F = {1, · · · , h} set of (unidirectional) flows be-
tween pairs of nodes

sf node source of the flow f , sf ∈ N
df node destination of the flow f ,

df ∈ N
bf number of units of bandwidth

needed by a flow f
Monitoring M = {1, · · · , k} set of possible MFs

cp cost for pre-processing messages
(per bandwidth unit)

csm function-specific cost for monitor-
ing function m ∈ M (per band-
width unit)

P cost reduction factor in case of per-
MF collocation

rm,f binary variable set to 1 if MF m ∈
M is required for f ∈ F

saf sampling rate for flow f ∈ F as
given by application

TABLE 2: Output.

xi,j,f routing decision variable for link (i, j) ∈ L and
flow f

yi,m,f monitor placement decision variable for MF m for
node i of flow f

optimization is considered. In S2 we consider additionally
per-flow collocation. That is, whenever two MFs for the
same flow are assigned to the same node, the pre-processing
costs are only considered once while they have to considered
twice if the two MFs are assigned to different nodes. Thus,
S2 favors collocation of MFs of the same flow whenever
processing capacity allows. In S3, we consider per-MF
collocation. That is, whenever a MF m is installed on a node
it can potentially handle all flows that go through this node.
We assume that bundling the execution in one m installation
reduces processing costs compared to a scenario where m
is installed on several nodes, each time handling a different
flow. Thus, S3 favors collocation of the same MF for many
flows on the same node. S4 considers both collocations
together. In cases S2−S4, collocation might actually lead to
flows with non-minimal bandwidth costs as they might be
redirected through a different set of switches. However, our
optimization functions ensure that the savings in processing
costs outweigh the potentially additional bandwidth costs.

Note that in this section we do not consider the con-
straints that the allocation must fulfill. Examples of such
constraints are that a link must have enough bandwidth
capacity for all the flows that pass through the link and
a node must have enough processing capacity to execute all
the MFs that are running on it. These constraints will be
discussed in Section 4.4.

Step one (S1): Our first focus is to find short paths for
each of the flows while finding ”good” links and nodes to
assign paths and MFs. In particular, our objective function
prefers links with high available bandwidth over links with
low available bandwidth, and nodes with high available pro-
cessing capacity over nodes with lower available capacity.
This reduces the potential for saturation.

Formally, this can be expressed as:

MinimizeS1 =∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
f∈F

1

li,j
· bf · xi,j,f +

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

∑
m∈M

1

ni
· (cp + csm) · bf · saf · yi,m,f

(1)

The first line of sums reflects the bandwidth costs. The
actual bandwidth costs are

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
f∈F bf · xi,j,f .

That is, for each link we have to sum up the bandwidth
needs of each flow that goes through this link. The fewer
links are used (xi,j,f = 1) the better. Our objective function
additionally weights these actual bandwidth needs with the
factor 1

li,j
. With this, using links with a lot of available

bandwidths (low 1
li,j

) are favored.
The second line of sums reflects the processing cost.

Without considering any collocation, the actual processing
costs are

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

∑
m∈M (cp+csm)·bf ·saf ·yi,m,f . That

is, for each node i and flow f that goes through this node, if
there is a MF m for this flow running on the node (yi,m,f =
1), then the node has to handle the parsing and the function-
specific costs (cp+csm). This cost depends on the bandwidth
needs and sampling rate of the flow (saf ·bf ). Our objective
function additionally weights these actual processing costs
with the factor 1

ni
. With this, deploying MFs on nodes with

a lot of processing capacity (low 1
ni

) are favored.
Step two (S2): The second step modifies S1 by consid-

ering the scenario where collocation of MFs for the same
flow reduces the pre-processing costs as it has to be done
only once per node and flow. Formally, this enhancement
leads to:

MinimizeS2 =∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
f∈F

1

li,j
· bf · xi,j,f +

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

∑
m∈M

1

ni
· csm · bf · saf · yi,m,f +

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

1

ni
· cp.bf · saf · Uif

Uif =

{
1 if

∑
m∈M yi,m,f ≥ 1

0 otherwise

(2)

The third line of Formula 2 considers that pre-processing
messages of flow f has to take place only once for each
node that has at least one MF for f while function-specific



processing has to take place for all MFs of this flow inde-
pendent of their location as depicted in line 3.

Step three (S3): The third step modifies again S1 and
considers processing cost reduction whenever a MF installed
on a given node can handle more than one flow. Our
modified objective is:

S3 =∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
f∈F

1

li,j
· bf · xi,j,f +

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

∑
m∈M

1

ni
· (cp + csm) · bf · saf · yi,m,f−

∑
i∈N

∑
m∈M

∑
f∈F

1

ni
· csm · bf · saf · P · Vimf

Vimf =

{
1 (if

∑
f∈F yi,m,f > 1) & (yi,m,f = 1)

0 otherwise

(3)

That is, whenever there is more than one flow that use
monitoring function m on node i, execution costs for each
of these flows is reduced by P . Collocation means there
are only one installation of m with common data struc-
tures and thread control mechanisms for all flows reduction
overall processing costs. As the exact reduction depends
on many factors we express it as a percentage value. The
exact percentage value can be determined through micro-
benchmarking. In our experiments, we used P = 0.1.

Step four (S4): We finally combine per-flow and per-MF
collocation. The resulting objective function to minimize is
a direct combination of S2 and S3.

This strategy meets all objective functions. In this strat-
egy, not only job collocation is considered among flows
when they ask for same monitoring function but also parser
collocation is applied per flow when that flow requires
several monitoring functions. The main advantages of this
strategy are: (1) only one VM per flow is created on a node
regardless as soon as at least one MF is placed there. There-
fore, only one VM creation cost is considered regardless
of the number of monitoring functions related to that flow.
Moreover, we will create one VM for all the same type of
monitoring functions between different flows in order to job
collocation, (2) we eliminate duplicated MFs in the network
among flows. Hence, resource saving is significant, and
(3) there is also a remarkable saving in the pre-processing
monitoring cost per flow. For the disadvantages, this strategy
suffers the same problems as the second and third strategies
do.

Minimize S4:

S4 =∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

∑
f∈F

1

li,j
· bf · xi,j,f +

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

∑
m∈M

1

ni
· csm · bf · saf · yi,m,f +

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈F

1

ni
· cp.bf · saf · Uif −

∑
i∈N

∑
m∈M

∑
f∈F

1

ni
· csm · bf · saf · P · Vimf

Uif =

{
1 if

∑
m∈M yi,m,f ≥ 1

0 otherwise

Vimf =

{
1 (if

∑
f∈F yi,m,f > 1) & (yi,m,f = 1)

0 otherwise

(4)

The main advantages and disadvantages of these four
strategies are summarized in Table 3.

4.3. Minimum Constraints for a correct solution

The following is the description of the general con-
straints that represent the base of our optimization model
when both computing and networking resources are opti-
mized simultaneously. These constraints are necessary to get
only solutions that make sense.

4.3.1. Well-formed flow paths. The first set of constraints
guarantees that we have well-formed paths for each flow.

First of all, we have to enforce that all xi,j,f are binary
variables.

∀f ∈ F, i, j ∈ N : xi,j,f ∈ {0, 1} (5)

The next constraint avoids forming cycles in the solution
path. Each node j can be at most once the end node of a
link used by flow f . Each node i can be at most once the
start node of a link used by flow f .

∀j ∈ N, f ∈ F :
∑
i∈N

xi,j,f ≤ 1

∀i ∈ N, f ∈ F :
∑
j∈N

xi,j,f ≤ 1 (6)

The source node of a flow cannot be the end node of a
link used for flow f , neither can the destination node of a
flow be the start node of a link used by flow f .

∀f ∈ F :
∑
i∈N

xi,sf ,f = 0

∀f ∈ F :
∑
j∈N

xdf ,j,f = 0 (7)



TABLE 3: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of different strategies of monitoring placement algorithm. Each
strategy is looking for different objectives: O1: maximal link utilization, O2: maximal node processing utilization, O3:
parser collocation, O4: job collocation.

Strategy Covered objectives Advantages Disadvantages

S1 O1 +O2 1. migration possibility 1. existing duplicate MFs
2. security, since the functions are deployed as separate VMs 2. VM creation cost

3. more monetary cost for cloud customer
4. more total cost compared to other strategies

S2 O1 +O2 +O3 1. saving VM creation cost per flow 1. existing duplicate MFs
2. saving the pre-processing monitoring cost per flow 2. increasing the computing cost of nodes rapidly
3. security, since the functions are deployed as separate VMs 3. difficult MF migration
4. MF migration possibility through the nodes in the flow path

S3 O1 +O2 +O4 1. eliminating duplicated MFs 1. security problem, since different flows are steered
through the same function [38]

2. MF migration possibility through the nodes in the
common flows path

2. high load on a node

3. MF migration is costly in terms of steering traffic

S4 O1 +O2 +O3 +O4 1. saving VM creation cost per flow and per MF 1. security problem, since different flows are steered
through the same function

2. eliminating duplicated MFs 2. difficult MF migration
3. saving the pre-processing monitoring cost per flow 3. high load on a node

4. MF migration is costly in terms of steering traffic
5. increasing the computing cost of nodes rapidly

The next constraint ensures that for any node i, if it is
the end node of a link used by flow f then it also has to
be start node of a link used by f unless it is the destination
node.

∀i ∈ N, ∀f ∈ F :
∑
j∈N

xj,i,f + (1 if i = sf ) =∑
r∈N

xi,r,f + (1 if i = df ) (8)

Next, we need a constraint to ensure that the allocated
bandwidth does not exceed the current capacity of links, as
follows:

∀i, j ∈ N :
∑
f∈F

bf .xi,j,f ≤ li,j (9)

4.3.2. Placing monitoring functions. The next set of con-
straints is in regard to the location of monitoring functions.
The first constraint enforces that all yi,l,f are binary vari-
ables.

∀f ∈ F, i ∈ N,m ∈M : yi,m,f ∈ {0, 1} (10)

Next, we stipulate that the exact quantity of monitoring
functions given in the demand list should be instantiated.
That is, whenever a rm,f = 1 in matrix R, there should be
exactly one yi,m,f for one node i be set to one.

∀m ∈M,∀f ∈ F :
∑
i∈N

yi,m,f = rl,f (11)

The next constraint indicates that a monitoring function
m for a flow f needs to be executed by a node i that is
actually on the path of f . That is, if yi,m,f is set to one,
there must be one xi,j,f set to one for any j ∈ N .

∀i ∈ N \ {sf , df},m ∈M,f ∈ F :∑
j∈N

xi,j,f − yi,m,f ≥ 0 (12)

The next constraint imposes the restriction that if a set of
monitoring functions are put on a node i all costs associated
with these functions do not exceed the current capacity of
that node.

∀i ∈ N :
∑
m∈M

∑
f∈F

(cp + csm) · yi,m,f −
∑
f∈F

cp · Uif−∑
m∈M

csm · P · Vim ≤ ni

where

Uif =

{∑
m∈M yi,m,f − 1 if

∑
m∈M yi,m,f > 1

0 otherwise

Vim =

{
1 if

∑
f∈F yi,m,f > 1

0 otherwise
(13)

4.4. Further restricting the search space

To find the best solution, solver needs to examine all
solutions, all paths and nodes, using the usual methods like
branch-and-cut [39]. Using proper constraints, we can help
the solver to eliminate useless spaces that do not have an
answer to the problem. In this Section, three constraints are
proposed to restrict the search space.

The first one is related to finding all possible paths
between the source and destination nodes. Clearly, if two
components that have to be connected reside in two nodes
that are very much apart from each other, it will be im-
possible to find a path that is only one or two hops long.



Furthermore, if two components are really close to each
other, then a very long path is unlikely to be beneficial.

That is, we introduce for each flow f a Hmin
f and Hmax

f
indicating the minimum and maximum link length.

∀f ∈ F :
∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

xi,j,f ≥ Hmin
f (14)

∀f ∈ F :
∑
i∈N

∑
j∈N

xi,j,f ≤ Hmax
f (15)

Three famous datacenter architectures are fat-tree,
BCube, and DCell. The fat-tree is the only architecture such
that the shortest path length is equal to six, even the link
failure is increased. For a high failure link ratio, DCell has
an increase of up to 7 hops in average shortest path length,
while in BCube, the maximum increase is 2 hops [40]. Our
equations presented in Eq (14) and Eq (15) work for any
datacenter. When the failure link ratio increases, Hmin

f and
Hmax

f should be adopted.
The variables li,j and ni already provide some incentive

to use or not use certain links for paths and nodes for
monitoring functions. However, the search space is still
large.

A first obvious optimization is that end nodes (compute
nodes) can only be start or end nodes of flows but never
intermediate nodes in a routing path. So, we define a region
of nodes in the graph which should not be visited, called R̄.
It consists of all nodes in host level except the source and
destination of all flows.

∀i ∈ N, f ∈ F :
∑
j∈R̄

xi,j,f ≤ 0 (16)

In fact, in our implementation we simply set of network
nodes N that we consider to the intermediate nodes in the
fat tree plus the hosts (leaf nodes) in the tree that are source
or destination node of at least one flow.

Furthermore, we allow the system to explicitly state
the nodes on which monitoring functions can be set. We
could make the probability low that a node is chosen to
host monitoring functions by setting their ni really high,
but it is more efficient to explicitly exclude them. For
instance, one can decide to never put a monitoring function
on the leaf nodes but only put them on the intermediate
network nodes. Furthermore, we can even choose only a
subset of intermediate nodes to host monitoring functions.
For instance, we might not consider it beneficial to have the
switches in the highest level of the tree to host monitoring
functions. Thus, we assume a set MZ ∈ N is defined, and
monitoring functions can only put on those nodes:

∀l ∈M,f ∈ F :
∑

i∈N\MZ

yi,l,f = 0 (17)

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Implementation and OpenStack Integration

As a proof of concept, we implemented our algorithms
and integrated them into OpenStack2 and OpendDayLight
(ODL)3. To realize the service chaining and traffic steering
in the network [41], we use ODL. ODL is an SDN controller
enabling rich and flexible networking functionalities. ODL
has two roles in our framework: 1) obtaining the network
and computing information, including the network topology
and nodes and links loads and 2) updating the openflow
tables when the result of optimal placement is found and
new routes are identified for requested flows. The Open-
Stack Icehouse version4 is used with a networking plug-in
mechanism to connect to the ODL controller.

The tenant or cloud-provider interacts with our frame-
work and specifies 4 items; monitoring needs, a set of flows
and a set of vMFs, activated for each flow, along with
monitoring policy (e.g., job collocation). Our framework
applies chain partitioning heuristic to categorize the flows
based on the same source and destination. Then, network
and computing information, including the network topology
and nodes and links loads are collected using interaction
with OpenStack and ODL. Using this information, a graph
annotated with costs and availabilities is built. Then, our
framework applies topology partitioning and zoning process
for each chain, separately. The whole partitioned-chains
cannot be run in parallel, since they have the common path
in fat-tree. The last heuristic, zoning, defines different zones
in a partitioned-topology and restricts the search space to
place monitoring functions. Finally, we find the best solution
and ask OpenStack and ODL to deploy vMFs and steer
traffic accordingly.

5.2. Simulation Setup

Table 4 shows how the variables are initialized for the
monitoring optimization placement problem. The experi-
ments run in fat-tree networks with k = 4 and k = 8, in
which, there are 36 nodes with 48 links and 200 nodes with
386 links, respectively. The link capacity, CPU and memory
sizes are generated randomly between 1 and 100.

In order to evaluate the presented monitoring placement
algorithm for a set of distributed three-tier applications, we
distinguish two possible cases:

• Vertical distribution: we consider 20 three-tier ap-
plications, placed in six racks. We partitioned them
into two groups, A and B. Each group consists of
ten three-tier applications placed in three racks.

• Horizontal distribution: we consider 20 three-tier
applications, distributed in different racks, such that
the racks have only one tier at most.

2. http://www.openstack.org
3. http://www.opendaylight.org/
4. http://www.openstack.org/software/icehouse/



TABLE 4: Monitoring optimization problem parameters ini-
tialization.

System N = {1, · · · , n} fat-tree k={4,8,...,128}
li,j 1Mbps...100Mbps

ncpu
i 1...100

nmem
i 1G...100G

Hmin
f 6

Hmax
f 6

Application F = {1, · · · , h} 2-40 flows

bf 1Mbps...5Mbps

Monitoring M = {1, · · · ,m} 3 MFs

cs
cpu

m 1..3

cs
mem

m 1G..3G

cp
cpu

1

P 10%,30%,50%

cp
mem

1G

saf 1%...100%

In both cases, we run our algorithm for from one to
20 three-tier applications (2 to 40 flows, each three-tier
application needs two flows). Moreover, we assume that the
tiers of each application are not placed in the same rack.
These 20 three-tier applications do not need the monitor-
ing functions in the beginning. We assume that in each
placement execution, some of them ask to be monitored.
To initialize bf , the number of units of bandwidth required
by a flow f , random number is generated between 1Mpbs
and 5Mpbs. To have this flexibility that all flows can pass
all links, bf of the flows are less than the current available
capacity in units of the link bandwidth in the network.

All applications need all three monitoring functions to
measure delay, packet-loss, and jitter. Therefore, each ap-
plication requires six MFs; three monitoring functions for
each flow. cjm, the cost of monitoring function m in terms
of CPU and memory, are randomly generated between 1
and 3 for CPU and 1G and 3G for memory. Different CPU
and memory usage are considered for different MFs; delay,
packet-loss, and jitter. Based on the objectives defined in
Eq (3) and Eq (4), we consider a cost reduction when a
job collocation happens in the network, which depends on
parameter P . For example, when a job collocation happens,
one three-tier application uses only three instead of six MFs
in the best case. Thus, the cost reduction is considered based
on a ratio of total monitoring process cost, parameter P .

We assume that the pre-processing of a flow requires
one CPU (cp

cpu

) and 1G memory (cp
mem

). saf , which is
the sampling rate, is generated randomly between 1 and 100
percent for each flow. rm,f for all flows and MFs is set to 1,
since all flows ask for all monitoring functions. Since a path
solution with less or greater than six hops is not realistic in
fat-tree, they should be ignored by the framework. In this
case, Hmin

f and Hmax
f are set to six.

When the MFs are placed on the optimized nodes,
the optimized flows are steered through MFs from sources
to destinations. Then, the resources of the related nodes
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Figure 3: The cost of four different strategies to place three
monitoring functions for two sets of three-tier applications
(four flows) to 20 three-tier applications (40 flows), in fat-
tree K=4. Note that, the first, second, and third tier of first set
of applications are placed in rack 0, rack 5, and rack 15 and
the first, second, and third tier of second set of applications
are placed in rack 2, rack 8, and rack 13, respectively.

and links are decreased. Finally, the network with updated
available resources is fed to the inputs of the next placement
execution. The GLPK (GNU Linear Programming Kit) is
used on a machine with 6 cores Intel Westmere (XEON
L5638) clocked at 2.30 GHz with 24 GB RAM to find the
optimal solution and verify the performance of the proposed
method.

5.3. Result

5.3.1. Monitoring Cost Evaluation. Figure 3 compares our
three proposed methods to the latest related works in terms
of the monitoring placement cost of three-tier applications.

The scenario is monitoring two different sets of three-
tier applications such that the three tiers of first set are
placed in rack 0, rack 5 and rack 15, and the three tiers of
second set are placed in rack 2, rack 8 and 13, respectively
as seen in Figure 2. The experiments run in fat-tree K=4
with 36 nodes and 48 links. First, we evaluate two three-
tier applications and four flows (first two flows between
first and second tiers and second flows between second and
third tiers of two applications) from two sets. Then, for
the defined scenario, we incrementally increase the demand
for monitoring. For each flow three monitoring functions
are requested. The number of CPU and Memory size for
these three monitoring functions are (2, 2G), (3, 2G), and
(1, 2G), respectively. The resources of the nodes (CPU and
Memory size) vary between 12 and 96. For the links, the
bandwidth capacity varies between 40Mbps and 95Mbps.
The demanded bandwidth (bf ) by the flows varies between
1Mpbs and 5Mpbs. Moreover, the sampling rate of the
flows (sa) varies between 0.1 and 0.6. The simulation for
strategies S3 and S4, were repeated three times for three
different P , which indicate 10%, 30%, and 50% saved



monitoring processing cost while parser collocation, as seen
in Figure 3.

In this Section, we compare strategies S2, S3, and S4 to
S1 and strategy S4 to S2 and S3. Strategy S2 compared to
S1 is saving pre-processing cost. Strategy S3 is reducing the
monitoring functionally cost in comparison to S1. Strategies
S2 and S3 are not comparable, since they are reducing two
different cost types. Strategy S4 is reducing pre-processing
and monitoring functionality costs simultaneously, therefore,
S4 is compared to S2 and S3.

Figure 4a shows the saving cost percentage of strategy
S4, which applies parser and job collocation simultaneously,
compared to the only job collocation solution, S3. The
number of three-tier applications is experimented from two
(four flows) to 20 (40 flows) applications. As shown, when
there are only four flows, strategy S4 saves around 20%
of monitoring cost compared to S3 for the medium P .
As the number of flows increases, the number of requests
for monitoring enhances. Therefore, available resources re-
quired by monitoring functions are decreased. Thus, the
saving percentage decreases over time. However, the number
of monitoring requests for the flows at a moment is limited.
Moreover, the allocated resources are released while the
monitoring time is over. Hence, we can claim that we saved
15% of the monitoring cost in average compared to when
job collocation is applied.

Selection of strategies should be based on customer
requirements and network load conditions. The strategies
S3 and S4 apply heavy load on nodes, because they seek
to put the MFs on a node to satisfy their own objectives.
But strategy S3 is better, in terms of the distribution of
the MFs, than strategy S4. Someone may neglect the 15%
improvement of S4 compared to S3, when the load of many
nodes in the datacenter is high.

Figure 4b illustrates the saving cost percentage of strat-
egy S4 compared to only the parser collocation strategy. As
shown, once we consider higher contribution for job collo-
cation, higher P , the difference of saved cost is higher, about
15% in average. However, when the job collocation share
is limited, P = 10%, the saving percentage is significantly
close.

Strategy S2 has several benefits. For example, the MF
migration is possible through the nodes in the path of each
flow. Security is another important issue. In Strategy S2,
since the monitoring functions are deployed as separate
VMs, there is not security concern between different ap-
plications. Someone may choose strategy S2 in spite of S3

considerable improvement.
Figure 4c shows the percentage of the saved cost of

strategies S2, S3, and S4 compared to the latest works,
strategy S1. Latest works only optimize node and link
costs to place monitoring functions without considering any
pattern. As shown, strategy S4 saves 30 and 20 percent
of total cost in average where P equals to 50% and 10%
respectively. Moreover, as seen the lowest cost improvement
belongs to the strategy S3 with P = 10% which has less
than 5% improvement. However, strategy S4 always stays
at the top of saving cost.

Note that although strategy S1 has the worst cost re-
sult compared to other strategies, it has its own two main
benefits: 1) monitoring function migration is possible, since
there is not correlation between monitoring functions per
flow and among flows and 2) security concern is resolved
between different applications, since each function works
per flow.

As a conclusion in this Section, our proposed placing
method that considers parser and job collocation at the
same time, strategy S4, improves 20-30 percent of total
monitoring costs in the network, which is a significant
improvement.

Algorithm 1 Scalable Heuristic for Monitoring Functions
Placement.
Require: G: Topology graph
Require: G.Status: cloud infra. links and nodes current available

resources
Require: Chains[]: each chain has MFs with their types and

needed resources
1: C[][] = ChainPartitioning(Chains[]) . /* Step1 */
2: i = 1
3: for all partitions in C[][] do
4: RG′ = ExtractGraph(G,C[i][].src,C[i][].dest) . /* Step2 */
5: RG′′ = ApplyZoning(RG′) . /* Step3 */
6: T = TopologyPartitioning(RG′′) . /* Step4 */
7: Sol[i] = FindBestSolution(T,C[i][]) . /* Step5 */
8: G.Status′ = UpdateStatus(G.Status,Sol[i]) . /* Step6 */
9: i = i + 1

10: end for
11: i = 1
12: TotalCost = 0
13: TotalTime = 0
14: for all partitions in C[][] do
15: TotalCost= TotalCost + Sol[i].cost
16: TotalTime= TotalTime + Sol[i].time
17: i = i + 1
18: end for

5.3.2. Scalability. The majority of existing placement ap-
proaches suffers the scalability problem [26], [27], [29],
[30]. When the number of nodes increases the execution
time enhances, exponentially [42], [43]. Table 5 shows
the placement execution time of four different strategies,
discussed in this paper, for from 14 three-tier applications
(28 flows) to 20 (40 flows), in a fat-tree K=4, which consists
of 36 nodes and 48 links. It is observed that the strategy S1 is
scalable when the number of flows is increased. Strategy S4

which is the best among these four strategies, with respect
to the cost function (see Section 4.2), is not scalable even in
a small network. As seen, the strategy S4 execution time, for
P = 10%, takes 1221.8s (about 20 minutes) for 40 flows,
bolded in Table 5. In a real cloud datacenter, which consists
of huge number of nodes and links with fair number of
applications in real time, the placement algorithm should
be scalable. Therefore, we propose a solution to tackle this
scalability problem.

We propose three heuristics to combat the scalability
issue: (1) Chain partitioning, (2) Zoning, and (3) Topology
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Figure 4: The cost saving percentage of strategy S4 compared to other strategies, S1, S2, and S3. S3 contains only job
collocation, S2 contains only parser collocation, and S1 does not contain any job/parser collocation.

TABLE 5: The monitoring function placement execution time of different strategies (S1 to S4) for from 14 three-tier
applications (28 flows) to 20 three-tier applications (40 flows), each flow requests three monitoring functions. This result is
for fat-tree K=4, which consists of 36 nodes and 48 links.

Flows S1 S2 S3 S4

P = 10% P = 30% P = 50% P = 10% P = 30% P = 50%

28 2.1s 1.8s 614.9s 309.8s 8s 82.6s 53.5s 41.8s
32 2.4s 3.1s ≥ 2h 1340.3s 57.1s 108.5s 54s 43.6s
36 2.5s 4.2s ≥ 2h ≥ 2h 539s 213.6s 97.9s 65s
40 3.7s 118.9s ≥ 2h ≥ 2h 581.1s 1221.8s 98.6s 81.1s

partitioning. The first heuristic is about partitioning the
whole chains into separate parts (Algorithm 1, line 1). Each
part has the same source and destination. For example,
assume that the three tiers of n applications are placed
in rack x, rack y, and rack z, respectively. So, the first
partitioned-chain includes the n

2 flows go from rack x to
rack y and the second partitioned-chain includes the n

2 flows
go from rack y to rack z. Therefore, two different solvers
are run simultaneously in order to consider the monitoring
requests. The main weakness of this heuristic is that there
is no job collocation between two partitioned-chains. For
example, imagine a simple scenario that there is one three-

tier application, two flows, and each flow needs only packet-
loss monitoring function. Two different solvers do not see
each other to collocate two MFs, even if they put them in
the same node (in the common path). The main point is that,
we still take the advantages of the job collocation between
n
2 flows and parser collocation per flow. In step two, for
each partitioned-chain which consists of the requests with
the same source and destination, we extract the related sub-
graph from fat-tree.

In the second heuristic, step 3, the sub-graph is divided
into three zones. In 3-level k-ary fat-tree, there are (k

2 )
2

paths between two hosts on different pods. The first zone



consists of one edge and k
2 aggregation switches. The second

zone covers k
2 core switches and the last zone consists of k

2
aggregation switches and one edge switch. Therefore, each
monitoring function should be placed in only one zone. The
main weakness of the zoning heuristic is to eliminate the
parser collocation, since the MFs belong to each flow are
placed on three different nodes.

In the third heuristic, step 4, we apply the topology
partitioning for each partitioned-chain. We observed that
there are several independent paths in each sub-graph. Thus,
there is no need to run the whole part of sub-graph. We
run our optimization algorithm in all partitioned-topology in
parallel to determine the optimal placement of the MFs and
the routes among them. Finally, the best solution is selected
from one of the partitioned-topology, who minimizes our
objective function optimally. Note that the third heuristic
does not have any impact on the result and the optimal value
stays the same with or without topology partitioning.

Note that the whole partitioned-chains cannot be run in
parallel. The reason is that the partitioned-chains have the
common path in fat-tree. If we run them in parallel, the
available link and node resources in the common paths are
considered independent which is wrong. So, we need to run
them sequentially, and after each run we should update the
available resources for the next run.

Now, we present the asymptotic complexity of our pro-
posed scalable heuristic, presented in Algorithm 1. The com-
plexity of step 1 is O(|R|·|SD|), where |R| is the number of
requests (flows) and |SD| is the number of different sources
and destinations among the requests. For example, if all
requests have the same source and destination, |SD| = 1.
Step 2 is related to extracting sub-graph from fat-tree based
on each partitioned-chain source and destination. There is
no need to extract the sub-graph in real time. The structure
of all sub-graphs is similar. The difference between them is
only the link and node costs. Therefore, the complexity of
step 2 is O(1). In step 3, the zoning is applied on the sub-
graph, which is static. The first zone consists of one edge
and k

2 aggregation switches. The second zone covers k
2 core

switches and the last zone consists of k
2 aggregation switches

and one edge switch. Therefore, the complexity of step 3
is O(1). An inherent characteristic of tree-based topology
structure is the organization of the connectivity using sets of
disjoint paths in the same PoD or in different PoDs, between
any two hosts. This partitioning is done in advance. There-
fore, the complexity of step 4 is O(1), too. For step 5, there
are |T | independent partitions and our placement algorithm
runs in all partitions in parallel and the best solution is
selected from the one who minimizes our objective function
better. Therefore, the complexity of step 5 is O(|T |). In
the last step, we need to update the network status, routing
and node cost, for next partitioned-chain. In the worst case,
six links and five nodes should be updated. Therefore, the
complexity of step 6 is O(1). The total complexity of our
proposed heuristic is O(|R| · |SD| + |CP | · |T |), where
|R|, |SD|, |CP |, and |T | are number of requests, number
of different sources and destinations among the requests,

TABLE 6: Chain partitioning, topology partitioning, and
zoning heuristics settle scalability issue when our proposed
approach (S4 with P = 0.1) is employed in the fat-trees with
different Ks.

K Node Link Time(s)
Topology Partitioning (TP) TP+Zoning

4 36 48 0.1s× 4 = 0.4s 0s× 4 = 0s
8 200 384 0.2s× 4 = 0.8s 0.06s× 4 = 0.24s
16 1,296 3,072 0.6s× 4 = 2.4s 0.2s× 4 = 0.8s
24 4,056 10,368 0.9s× 4 = 3.6s 0.3s× 4 = 1.2s
32 9,248 24,576 1.6s× 4 = 6.4s 0.5s× 4 = 2s
48 30,000 82,944 2.5s× 4 = 10s 0.8s× 4 = 3.2s
64 69,696 196,608 3.6s× 4 = 14.4s 1.4s× 4 = 5.6s
128 540,800 1,572,864 15.5s× 4 = 62s 8.5s× 4 = 34s

number of partitioned-chains and number of independent
partitioned-topologies in each sub-graph, respectively.

Table 6 shows how our three heuristics improve the exe-
cution time significantly. Second and third columns illustrate
the number of nodes and links in the fat-trees with K = 4
to 128, respectively. As shown in Table 5, our proposed
model execution time for the placement of 20 three-tier
applications (40 flows) takes more than 20 minutes in a
small fat-tree with K = 4. The execution time in a real cloud
with a huge network must be reasonable and the MFs must
be placed in real time. As shown, in Table 6, by applying
the chain and topology partitioning, we could decrease the
execution time from 1221.8s to 0.4s for fat-tree K = 4.
Note that in our scenario, there are 20 three-tier applications
in the fat-tree, 10 in position A and 10 in position B. So,
when the chain partitioning is applied, the whole chains are
divided into four partitions: A1-A2, A2-A3, B1-B2, and B2-
B3 (see Figure 2). Hence, four sub-graphs are considered in
fat-tree. Then, the second and third heuristics are applied for
each sub-graphs. As seen in Table 6, the execution time for
each partitioned-chain takes 0.1s for fat-tree K = 4. Since
we need to find the optimal placement for four partitioned-
chains, it is multiplied into four (0.1s× 4 = 0.4s). The last
column shows the execution time by applying the whole
three heuristics. As seen, the zoning heuristic speeds up
about two to three times better the execution time.

It is worth to investigate the penalty cost percentage of
non-scalable strategy S4 and scalable one for P = 10%.
As mentioned, there are three heuristics in our scalable
algorithm. Table 7 compares only the chain and topology
partitioning heuristics without zoning. The scenario is the
same as explained for Figure 3. For two three-tier applica-
tions (4 flows), since there is not any same type of MFs in
each partitioned-chain (there are four partitions and each
one consists of only one flow), there is no chance for
job collocation. Thus, the result is same as strategy S2.
Therefore, we should pay the cost of job collocation which
is about 4.4% in this case.

In the execution of optimal placement algorithm by
considering the whole graph, if optimal nodes for placing the
MFs are selected in non-common path between two chains
of a three-tier application, for sure the proposed heuristics
obtains the same result by running the partitioned-chains,
sequentially. Thus, there is no penalty cost in this situation.
Moreover, when the optimum node is in the common path



TABLE 7: Penalty cost percentage of non-scalable and
scalable solutions for strategy S4 with P = 10%, for K=4.
Two heuristics are considered for the scalable solution, chain
and topology partitioning.

Flows No. S4(Non− Scalable) S4(Scalable) Penalty
4 1.47841 1.543333 4.4%
8 2.23623 2.236233 0%
12 2.85811 2.85811 0%
16 3.70936 3.70936 0%
20 4.96065 4.96065 0%
24 5.83917 5.83917 0%
28 6.87618 6.87618 0%
32 8.05934 8.05934 0%
36 9.05015 9.05136 0.01%
40 9.72013 9.80622 0.88%

of two chains and it has available enough resources for both
chains, we do not pay any penalty, too. However, when the
node in the common path does not have available enough
resources for both chains and another node in the common
path is used for the placement, we pay some penalty. Since
heuristic algorithm runs sequentially for the first and then
the second chains, the resource management is not optimally
controlled. First, the heuristic algorithm allocates the whole
required resources for the first chain. Then, it allocates the
rest of resources for the second chain. As all resources of
the first node is allocated, another node is chosen. However,
it may be optimal if the resource allocation is done reverse.

As illustrated in Table 7, for the cases of 8 to 32 flows (2
to 8 three-tier applications), there is no penalty. The reason
is that the proposed heuristic solution has the same picture as
non-scalable. In both cases, all the MFs are placed on nodes
18, 25, and 24. Node 25 is not in the common path from rack
0 to rack 5 and rack 5 to rack 15 while the node 18 is in the
common path. For the second group of applications placed
in rack 2, rack 6, and rack 13, we have the same situation.
Node 25 is not in the common path between rack 2 and rack
6 and rack 8 and rack 13 while the node 34 is in the common
path. As seen, we do not have two common nodes in the
same paths. In the last two cases, for the flows go from rack
0 to rack 5 and rack 5 to rack 15, another node is selected,
node 27, since node 18 does not have enough resources to
place all MFs. These two nodes, 18 and 27, exist in the
common paths between rack 0 and rack 5 and rack 5 and
rack 15. Thus, the execution of the placement algorithm in
the whole graphs has better picture to minimize the cost
between nodes 18 and 27. While, in our heuristic for the
execution related to the second partitioned-chain, the node
18 is selected first to place all MFs related to the 10 flows of
the first partitioned-chain and there is no chain to reorganize
again the whole cost when the second partitioned-chain is
selected.

6. Conclusion

An optimum and high scalable monitoring function
placement method has been modelled for cloud computing
infrastructures in current paper. The general idea is to re-
duce the requested monitoring cost by placing monitoring

functions in the optimum nodes besides steering the flows
through the most advantageous links. A noteworthy step
has provided in this paper considering monitoring functions
collocations therewith nodes and links available resources in
order to minimize the total monitoring cost. Two types of
collocations are contemplated; first, collocating two similar
monitoring functions for two different flows (job colloca-
tion) and second, collocating two distinct monitoring func-
tions for the same flow (parser collocation). We formulated
the cost reduction when only one instead of at least two
similar monitoring functions are set on a node to perform
that type of monitoring function. Furthermore, parsing and
serialization of the received packets to extract the monitored
flow on a node is costly. Thus, we considered that when at
least two monitoring functions for a specific monitored flow
are placed on one node the parsing is done once. Therefore,
the parsing cost diminished to less than half.

Moreover, we proposed heuristics to improve the scal-
ability of the placement algorithm. These heuristics are
(1) Chain partitioning, (2) Topology partitioning, and (3)
Zoning. We represented detailed comparative study of the
proposed model and heuristics on fat-tree topology. The
proposed model saves at least 20 percent of total monitoring
cost in average compared to the latest related works. Fur-
ther, our presented heuristics reduce placement algorithm
execution time from couple of hours to seconds scale. This
scalable solution is applicable in a large dataset consists of
520,800 nodes and 1,572,864 edges (Fat-tree K = 128).
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